Wunder-Bar
MINI-TOWER DISPENSING (Five to Twelve Juice Product Dispensing)

FEATURES (Five to Twelve Juice Products)
Non-electric mechanical operation provides excellent reliability;
Dispense up to 10 carbonated and non carbonated postmix flavors ( includes soda & plain water) Dispense up to 8
non-carbonated posmix juice flavors (plus plain water);
Dispense up to 7 carbonated or non carbonated premix flavors (includes soda & plain water) Stylish all stainless
steel design provides ease of operation;
Ideal for waitress stations, kitchen service areas, homes, portable drink carts, employee break areas, stadium
service areas, race car auers, wherever drinks are served;
Large soft push activator buttons are color coded, better spaced, and easy to read.
Field convertible at any time from carbonated to non-carbonated or wine or non-carbonated pre-mix. Totally
versatile. Precision MACHINED dispenser assemblies.
Precision MACHINED (not molded) diffusers provide BETTER CARBONATION.
Separate valves for water and syrup provide for ease of service.
Easier and simpler to service. No glued or cemented connections.
Same high quality as Wunder-Bar Post-Mix and Wine Hydraulic Dispensers.
"Kwik Klip" retainers hold stainless input fittings. Requires no tools to assemble.
Lighted brand announcement identifies your product choice (optional).
Two water meter adjustment screws allow for 2:1 ratio products to be brixed independent from 4:1 or 5:1 ratios. No
more sacrificing flow rates to obtain a 2:1 brix! (JUICE TOWERS ONLY) INCLUDED: ALL stainless steel hose
nipples, (45 and 90 degree also available), 5 feet of braided beverage tubing for each product, drain tube, and all
necessary mounting hardware.
Wunder-Bar’s Mini-Tower Dispensing System delivers the same quality and precision you get from their Post-Mix Dispenser.
You can dispense up to 14 different carbonated and non-carbonated post-mix flavors including plain soda and water. You can also
choose to dispense up to 12 non-carbonated post-mix juice flavors plus plain water. This system is ideal for wait stations, kitchen
service areas, bus stations, homes, portable drink carts, employee break areas, stadium service areas, wherever drinks are served.
Large soft push activator buttons are color coded better spaced and easy to read. This system has precision machined (not molded)
diffusers that provide better carbonation. Separate valves for water and syrup provide for ease of use.
These Mini-Towers are field convertible at any time from carbonated to non-carbonated, wine or non-carbonated pre-mix. Total
versatility with the same high quality as the Wunder-Bar Post-Mix and Wine Hydraulic Dispensers.
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